NMDA blockade inhibits experience-dependent modification of anterior thalamic head direction cells.
Head Direction (HD) cells of the rodent Papez circuit are thought to reflect the spatial orientation of the animal. Because NMDA transmission is important for spatial behavior, we sought to determine the effects of NMDA blockade on the basic directional signal carried by HD cells and on experience-dependent modification of this system. In Experiment 1, HD cells were recorded from the anterior dorsal thalamus in female Long-Evans rats while they foraged in a familiar enclosure following administration of the NMDA antagonist CPP or saline. While the drug produced a significant decrease in peak firing rates, it failed to affect the overall directional specificity and landmark control of HD cells. Experiment 2 took place over 2 days and assessed whether the NMDA antagonist would interfere with the stabilization of the HD network in a novel environment. On Day 1 the animal was administered CPP or saline and placed in a novel enclosure to allow the stabilization of the HD signal relative to the new environmental landmarks. On Day 2 the animal was returned to the formerly novel enclosure to determine if the enclosure specific direction-dependent activity established on Day 1 was maintained. In contrast to HD cells from control animals, cells from animals receiving CPP during the initial exposure to the novel enclosure did not maintain the same direction-dependent activity relative to the enclosure in the subsequent drug-free exposure. These findings demonstrate that plasticity in the HD system is dependent on NMDA transmission similar to many other forms of spatial learning.